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Abstract This paper presents a theory of runtime
enforcement based on mechanism models called MRAs
(Mandatory Results Automata). MRAs can monitor
and transform security-relevant actions and their re-
sults. The operational semantics of MRAs is simple and
enables straightforward definitions of concrete MRAs.
Moreover, the definitions of policies and enforcement
with MRAs are simple and expressive. Putting all of
these features together, we argue that MRAs make good
general models of runtime mechanisms, upon which a
theory of runtime enforcement can be based. We de-
velop some enforceability theory by characterizing the
policies deterministic and nondeterministic MRAs can
and cannot enforce.

Keywords Enforceability Theory · Monitoring ·
Runtime Enforcement · Security Automata · Models of
Enforcement

1 Introduction

Runtime enforcement mechanisms work by monitor-
ing untrusted applications, to ensure that those ap-
plications obey desired policies. Runtime mechanisms,
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which are often called security or program monitors,
are popular and can be seen in operating systems, web
browsers, spam filters, intrusion-detection systems, fire-
walls, access-control systems, etc. Despite their popu-
larity and some initial efforts at modeling monitors for-
mally, we lack satisfactory models of monitors in gen-
eral.

Not having general models of runtime mechanisms is
problematic because it prevents us from developing an
accurate and effective theory of runtime enforcement.
On the other hand, if we can model runtime mecha-
nisms accurately and generally, we should be able to
use those models to better understand how real secu-
rity mechanisms operate and what their limitations are,
in terms of policies they can and cannot enforce.

1.1 Related Work

It has been difficult to model runtime mechanisms gen-
erally. Most models (e.g., [24,26,18,15,14,1,10]) are based
on truncation automata [24,20], which can only respond
to policy violations by immediately halting the applica-
tion being monitored (i.e., the target application). This
constraint simplifies analyses but sacrifices generality.
For example, real runtime mechanisms typically enforce
policies that require the mechanisms to perform “re-
medial” actions, like popping up a window to confirm
dangerous events with the user before they occur (to
confirm a web-browser connection with a third-party
site, to warn the user before downloading executable
email attachments, etc). Although real mechanisms can
perform these remedial actions, models based on trun-
cation automata cannot—at the point where the target
attempts to perform a dangerous action, truncation au-
tomata must immediately halt the target. Immediately
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Fig. 1 In (a), an untrusted application executes actions on a system and receives results for those actions. In (b), a security
monitor interposes on, and enforces the validity of, the actions executed and the results returned.

halting the target application without performing some
auxiliary actions (e.g., popping up a window or writing
to a log file) to audit or otherwise explain the program
termination is not user friendly. We know of no runtime
mechanisms operating as true truncation automata in
practice.

To address the limitations of truncation automata,
in earlier work we proposed edit automata, models of
monitors that can respond to dangerous actions by qui-
etly suppressing them or by inserting other actions [20].
By inserting and suppressing actions, edit automata
capture the ability of practical runtime mechanisms
to transform invalid executions into valid executions,
rather than the ability of truncation automata to only
recognize and halt invalid executions. Edit automata
have served as the basis for additional studies of run-
time enforcement (e.g., [27,25,6]).

Unfortunately, while truncation automata are too
limited to serve as general models of runtime mecha-
nisms, edit automata are too powerful. The edit-automata
model assumes monitors can predetermine the results
of all actions without executing them, which enables
edit automata to safely suppress any action. However,
this assumption that monitors can predetermine the re-
sult of any action is impractical because the results
of many actions are uncomputable, nondeterministic,
and/or cannot tractably be predicted by a monitor (e.g.,
actions that return data in a network buffer, the cloud
cover as read by a weather sensor, or spontaneous user
input). Put another way, the edit-automata model as-
sumes monitors can buffer—without executing—an un-
bounded number of target-application actions, but such
buffering is impractical in general because applications
may require results for actions before producing new
actions. For example, the echo program x=input();
output(x) cannot produce its second action until re-
ceiving a result, which is unpredictable, for the first.

Because the echo program invokes an action that edit
automata cannot suppress (due to its result being un-
predictable), this simple program, and any others whose
actions may not return predictable results, are outside
the edit-automata model.

More recently, Basin, Jugé, Klaedtke, and Zălinescu
have considered a model in which monitors may observe
but not suppress some actions [3]. These uncontrollable
actions, the primary example being “clock ticks”, must
be output verbatim by monitors. The present paper
considers the more general problem of constraining the
ways in which monitors’ outputs must relate to their in-
puts, including results of actions. Section 5 shows how
the particular case of uncontrollable events can be en-
coded into this paper’s framework.

1.2 Contributions

This paper presents a theory of runtime enforcement
based on mechanism models called MRAs (Mandatory
Results Automata). Their name alludes to the require-
ment that, unlike edit automata, MRAs are obligated
to return a result to the target application before seeing
the next action it wishes to execute. In the MRA model,
results of actions may or may not be predeterminable.

Conceptually, we wish to secure a system organized
as in Figure 1a, where an application produces actions,
and for every action produced, the underlying executing
system (e.g., an operating system, virtual machine, or
CPU) returns a result to the target application. Results
may be exceptions or void or unit values, so all actions
can be considered to produce results. For simplicity, the
MRA model assumes synchonrizable actions: after the
monitor inputs an application action a, it cannot input
another action until it has output a result for a. In prac-
tice this behavior may be implemented with locks; the
monitor acquires a lock on action input and releases
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that lock on result output. Hence, MRAs cannot en-
force policies on applications whose correctness would
be violated by having their monitored actions synchro-
nized (i.e., serialized) in this way. For many applica-
tions, even multithreaded applications, synchronization
of monitored actions decreases performance but does
not affect correctness (e.g., the case study in [5] used
locks as described above to monitor a multithreaded
email client, without affecting its correctness).

Figure 1b shows how we think of a monitor secur-
ing the system of Figure 1a. In Figure 1b, the monitor
interposes on and transforms actions and results to en-
sure that the actions actually executed, and the results
actually returned to the application, are valid (i.e., sat-
isfy the desired policy). The monitor may or may not
be inlined into the target application.

The ability of MRAs to transform results of ac-
tions is novel among general runtime-enforcement mod-
els, as far as we are aware (though many papers have
modeled monitors transforming results in particular do-
mains, such as access control [9], usage control [23,
22], and policy composition [4,5], without investigat-
ing the enforcement capabilities of such monitors; note
the similarity between Figure 1b in this paper and Fig-
ure 7.8 in [9]). Yet this ability to transform results is
crucial for enforcing many security policies, including
privacy, access-control, and information-flow policies,
which may require (trusted) mechanisms to sanitize the
results of actions before (untrusted) applications access
those results. For example, policies may require that
system files get hidden when user-level applications re-
trieve directory listings, that email messages flagged by
spam filters do not get returned to clients, or that ap-
plications cannot infer secret data based on the results
they receive. Because existing frameworks do not model
monitors transforming results of actions, one cannot in
general use existing models to specify or reason about
enforcing such result-sanitization policies.

The semantics of MRAs enables simple and flexible
definitions of policies and enforcement. In particular,
the definition of executions presented here allows poli-
cies to make arbitrary requirements on how monitors
must transform actions and results. Consequently, this
paper’s definition of enforcement does not need an ex-
plicit notion of transparency, which previous work has
considered essential for enforcement [12,15,20]. Trans-
parency constrains mechanisms, forcing them to per-
mit already-valid actions to be executed. The MRA
model enables policies to specify strictly more and finer-
grained constraints than transparency, thus freeing the
definition of enforcement from having to hardcode a
transparency requirement. When desired, transparency

can always be encoded into this paper’s model of poli-
cies, as shown in Section 5.

After defining MRAs and the precise circumstances
under which they can be said to enforce policies, this pa-
per characterizes the policies MRAs can enforce soundly,
completely, and precisely. The paper then generalizes
MRAs by introducing nondeterministic MRAs (NMRAs)
and analyzes their enforcement powers as well. NMRAs
model situations in which external factors (such as a
thread scheduler) influence a monitor’s behavior. Fi-
nally, we compare the analyses of MRAs and NMRAs to
derive a hierarchy of policies they can enforce soundly,
completely, and precisely.

This article is based on work first presented at the
European Symposium on Research in Computer Secu-
rity (ESORICS) in 2010 [21].

2 Background Definitions and Notation

This section defines actions, results, executions, and op-
erations on them. Table 1 in Appendix A summarizes
the symbols introduced and used in this paper.

An alphabet is a finite set of symbols. A word over
the alphabet Σ is a finite sequence of symbols from Σ;
e.g., abb is a word over the alphabet Σ = {a, b}. The
set of (nonempty) words is denoted by Σ+.

We use a nonempty set of words A ⊂ Σ+ to repre-
sent the set of actions a system can execute and another
nonempty set of words R ⊂ Σ+ to represent the set of
those actions’ results. The sets A and R are assumed
to be computable and disjoint. An event is either an
action or a result. We use E to denote the set of events;
E = A ∪ R. An exchange ξ is a pair of events 〈e, e′〉,
consisting of an input event e (i.e., an event input to
the monitor) and an output event e′ (i.e., an event out-
put from the monitor). The set of all exchanges over E
is denoted by E . Given sets E and E′ of events, define
〈E,E′〉 = {〈e, e′〉 | e ∈ E and e′ ∈ E′} to be the set of
all exchanges with an input event from E and output
event from E′.

An execution or trace is a possibly infinite sequence
of exchanges. The empty execution is an execution that
contains no exchanges and is denoted by ε. The length of
an execution x is the number of exchanges in x. The bi-
nary concatenation operator · is defined for finite-length
executions as usual. If x is infinite then x · y = x.

Let X and Y be two sets of executions over E . Then
XY is the set of all executions obtained by concatenat-
ing every execution in X to every execution in Y . More
formally, we have XY = {xy | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }. Given
a set of executions X, also define X0 = {ε}, X1 = X,
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C
ξ−→ C ′

nextt = a δ(q, a) = (q′, a′)

qt
〈a,a′〉−→ q′s

(In-Act-Out-Act)
nexts = r δ(q, r) = (q′, a)

qs
〈r,a〉−→ q′s

(In-Res-Out-Act)

nextt = a δ(q, a) = (q′, r)

qt
〈a,r〉−→ q′t

(In-Act-Out-Res)
nexts = r δ(q, r) = (q′, r′)

qs
〈r,r′〉−→ q′t

(In-Res-Out-Res)

Fig. 2 Single-step operational semantics of mandatory results automata.

and Xn = XXn−1. Further,

X∗ = ∪i≥0X
i, X+ = ∪i>0X

i,

Xω = {x1x2 . . . | xi ∈ X, xi 6= ε} , and

X∞ = X∗ ∪Xω.

As usual, we identify a singleton set with the element it
contains, e.g. we write (〈e, e′〉)ω instead of ({〈e, e′〉})ω.
Given a set of executions X ⊆ E∞, define Xf to be the
set of finite executions in X, i.e. Xf = X ∩ E∗.

An execution y is a prefix of an (infinite) execution
x if x = y or x = yx′ for some (infinite) execution
x′. The set of all prefixes of x is denoted by P(x). We
write y � x if y is a finite prefix of x, and y ≺ x if,
in addition, x 6= y. The relations � and � are defined
symmetrically.

Given a set X ⊆ E∞, P(X) is the set of prefixes
of every execution in X, i.e. P(X) = ∪x∈XP(x). For
all executions x and sets of executions X, if x ∈ P(X)
then we say that x is alive in X, or just that x is alive
(when X is clear from context). Otherwise we say that
x is dead.

3 Mandatory Results Automata

We model monitors that behave as in Figure 1b as
MRAs.

Definition 1 A mandatory results automaton (MRA)
M is a tuple (E,Q, q0, δ), where E is the event set
over which M operates, Q is a computably enumer-
able set of automaton states, q0 is M ’s initial state,
and δ : Q × E → Q × E is M ’s transition function,
which takes M ’s current state and input event and re-
turns M ’s next state and output event. We assume that
δ is a partial Turing-computable function; that is, the
set {(q, e, q′, e′) | δ(q, e)=(q′, e′)} is computably enu-
merable.

We call qα a configuration of MRA M , where q is
M ’s current state and α is either t or s depending on

whether M ’s next input can come from the target ap-
plication (t) or the executing system (s). The starting
configuration of an MRA is (q0)t because the monitor
begins executing in its initial state and receives its first
input event from the target application.

We define the operational semantics of MRAs with a
labeled single-step judgment whose form is C

ξ−→M C ′.
This judgment indicates that MRA M takes a single
step from configuration C to configuration C ′ while ex-
tending the current trace by an exchange ξ. Because M
will always be clear from context, we henceforth omit
it from the judgment.

The definition of MRAs’ single-step semantics ap-
pears in Figure 2. Four inference rules define all possible
MRA transitions:

1. In-Act-Out-Act enables the MRA to receive a new
input action from the target (nextt is the next ac-
tion generated by the target) and, in response, out-
put an action to the executing system.

2. In-Act-Out-Res enables the MRA, immediately af-
ter inputting an action a, to return a result r for a
to the target.

3. In-Res-Out-Act enables the MRA to receive a new
input result from the executing system (nexts is
the next result generated by the system) and, in re-
sponse, output another action to the executing sys-
tem.

4. In-Res-Out-Res enables the MRA, immediately af-
ter inputting a result r, to return a possibly different
result r′ to the target for the action it most recently
tried to execute.

Several observations about the operational seman-
tics:

– MRAs can “accept” an input action a by outputting
it (with In-Act-Out-Act), receiving a result r for a,
and then returning r to the application (with In-
Res-Out-Res).

– MRAs can “halt” an application by outputting an
action like exit, if the underlying system can ex-
ecute such an action, or by not outputting events
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(i.e., leaving the transition function undefined at the
point of halting). As in practice, the algorithms im-
plementing MRA transition functions may not al-
ways terminate (as stated in Definition 1, the set
{(q, e, q′, e′) | δ(q, e)=(q′, e′)} is assumed to be com-
putably enumerable, not necessarily computable).

– MRAs are indeed obligated to return results to ap-
plications before inputting new actions. No transi-
tions allow an MRA to input another action until it
has discharged the last by returning a result for it.

– MRAs can avoid or postpone executing dangerous
actions while allowing the target to continue execut-
ing (with In-Act-Out-Res). For example, an MRA
could avoid executing a dangerous port-open input
action by outputting an error-code or exception re-
sult in response. Alternatively, the MRA could qui-
etly postpone executing the port-open action by im-
mediately outputting a void result and then ob-
serving how the target uses the port; if the target
uses the port securely then the MRA could output
the original port-open action followed by the secure
port-use action(s) (with In-Act-Out-Act and In-Res-
Out-Act). By postponing (i.e., buffering) dangerous
actions until they are known to be secure, MRAs
can operate as edit automata; however, such buffer-
ing is only possible when the valid results of buffered
actions are predictable (such as void results of some
port-open actions).

– MRAs may make no assumptions about whether
and how the executing system generates results for
actions; the executing system may produce results
nondeterministically or through uncomputable means
(e.g., by reading a weather sensor or spontaneous
keyboard input). This design captures the reality
that monitors can only determine the results of many
actions (e.g., readFile or getUserInput) by having
the system actually execute those actions. Similarly,
MRAs have no knowledge of whether and how the
target generates actions.

These observations, and the semantics of MRAs in gen-
eral, match our understanding of how many real pro-
gram monitors behave. For example, in the Polymer
enforcement system [5], policies can make insertion sug-
gestions to output arbitrary actions in response to an
input action, can make exception or replacement sug-
gestions to output an arbitrary result for the most re-
cent input action, can monitor results of actions, and
must return a result for the most recent input action
before inputting another. PSLang and LoPSiL policies,
and aspects in many languages (e.g., AspectJ), behave
similarly [12,13,17].

Limitations Nonetheless, because MRAs are models,
some gaps exist between the possible behaviors of MRAs
and what real monitors can do in practice. The MRA
model has at least four limitations in its applicability
to practice, the first three of which are shared by other
general enforcement models:

1. MRAs can interpose on and make decisions about
all security-relevant actions and results, even when
such an ability is impractical. For example, monitor-
ing every “clock-tick” action is possible in our model
but completely impractical due to performance costs.
In practice a monitor would instead request the time
from the executing system as needed, or would reg-
ister a timer with the executing system. Although
both of these practical behaviors are also possible
in the MRA model, the fact remains that MRAs
permit some impractical behaviors.

2. The abstract effects a policy engineer cares about
in practice may not align well with a system’s con-
crete interface (i.e., set of events E). For example, a
policy engineer may wish to turn garbage collection
off at critical points in an execution, but if such an
action doesn’t exist on the system then the desired
effect may not be possible. For MRAs to be effec-
tive in practice, the system interface (E) must allow
abstract, security-relevant effects to be accurately
inferred from, and inserted into, concrete traces.

3. By executing transition functions, MRAs may de-
lay the processing of time-sensitive events, which
prevents MRAs from enforcing some time-sensitive
policies (this issue is inherent in runtime monitor-
ing).

4. MRAs synchronize (i.e., serialize) security-relevant
events as described in Section 1.2, so they cannot
be used to secure systems whose correctness would
be violated by such synchronization.

Please note the similarity between Limitations 3 and 4:
both involve delaying some events and prevent MRAs
from being used in cases where such delays cannot be
tolerated.

3.1 Example MRAs

We next consider a couple of example MRAs exhibiting
simple, everyday sorts of behaviors found in practical
monitors. The behaviors are so simple that they may
seem trivial; nonetheless, the behaviors are outside ex-
isting, general models of runtime enforcement, as far as
we are aware, because they involve monitors acting on
unpredictable results of actions.

Example 1 (Spam-filtering (Result-sanitizing) MRA) In
this example, we construct an MRA to secure the inter-
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action of an email client (the target application) with
an email server (the executing system). MRA M sani-
tizes the results of getMail actions to filter out spam
emails. M ’s states consist of a boolean flag indicating
whether M is in the process of obtaining email mes-
sages; M begins in state 0. M ’s transition function δ is
defined by:

δ(q, e) =


(0, e) if q = 0 and e 6=getMail
(1, e) if q = 0 and e =getMail

(0,filter(e)) if q = 1

That is, M outputs its inputs verbatim and does not
change its state as long as it does not input a getMail
action. When M does input getMail, it sets its boolean
flag and allows getMail to execute. If M then inputs
a result r for getMail (i.e., a list of messages), it out-
puts the spam-filtered version of r and returns to its
initial state. With similar techniques, M could sanitize
results in other ways (e.g., to remove system files from
directory listings).

Example 2 (Dangerous-action-confirming MRA) This
second example MRA pops up a window to confirm
a dangerous action d with the user before allowing d

to execute. We assume d has a default return value
rd, which must be returned when the user decides not
to allow d to execute (rd would typically be a null
pointer or a value indicating an exception). We also as-
sume a popupConfirm action that works like a
JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog method in Java, re-
turning either an OK or cancel result. M uses a boolean
flag, again initially set to 0, for its state, and the fol-
lowing transition function.

δ(q, e) =


(0, e) if q = 0 and e 6= d

(1, popupConfirm) if q = 0 and e = d

(0, rd) if q = 1 and e =cancel
(0, d) if q = 1 and e =OK

This function works as expected: M outputs non-d in-
put events verbatim. Once M inputs a d action, it out-
puts a popupConfirm action and waits for a result. If
the user cancels the execution of d, M outputs result rd;
if the user OKs d, M outputs and allows d to execute.

Summary Because of the simplicity in MRAs’ opera-
tional semantics, and in concrete MRA transition func-
tions, plus the fact that MRA behaviors match our un-
derstanding of the essential behaviors of real runtime
monitors, we believe that MRAs serve as a good basis
for developing a theory of runtime enforcement.

3.2 Generalizing the Operational Semantics

Before we can formally define what it means for an
MRA to enforce a policy, we need to generalize the
single-step semantics to account for multiple steps. We
first define the (finite) multi-step relation, with judg-
ment form C

x−→* C ′, in the standard way as the re-
flexive, transitive closure of the single-step relation. The
trace above the arrow in the multi-step judgment gets
built by concatenating, in order, every exchange labeled
in the single-step judgments. Hence, C x−→* C ′ means
that the MRA builds execution x while transitioning,
using any finite number of single steps, from configura-
tion C to configuration C ′.

We also define a judgment M⇓x to mean that MRA
M , when its input events match the sequence of input
events in x, in total produces the possibly infinite-length
execution x. Formally, judgment M ⇓ x is defined as
follows: for a possibly infinite-length execution x ∈ E∞,
M ⇓ x iff there exists a sequence of M -configurations
C0, C1, C2, . . . such that for any n-length prefix x′ of x
we have

C0
ξ1−→ C1 · · ·

ξn−→ Cn = C0
x′

−→* Cn.

The above-mentioned sequence of M -configurations
C0, C1, C2, . . . is called the run of M producing x. When
M is clear from context, the run of M producing x is
denoted by Rx. Furthermore, if Cn = (q)α for some
α ∈ {t, s} then we write q0x

′ = q. Finally, given an
MRA M , the language of M , written L(M), is defined
to be {x |M ⇓ x}.

4 MRA-based Enforcement

This section defines what it means for an MRA to en-
force a policy.

4.1 Policies and Properties

A policy is a predicate on sets of executions [24]. Policy
P is a property iff there exists a predicate P̂ over E∞
such that ∀X ⊆ E∞ : (P (X) ⇔ ∀x ∈ X : P̂ (x)).
Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between
a property P , its predicate P̂ , and the set of executions
that satisfy P (i.e., the set X such that ∀x ∈ X : P̂ (x)),
the rest of this paper uses P unambiguously to refer to
any of the three depending on the context.

Intuitively, policies can determine whether a set of
target executions is valid based on the executions’ rela-
tionships with one another, but properties cannot take
such inter-execution relationships into account. It is
sometimes possible for runtime mechanisms to enforce
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nonproperty policies: a monitor could refer to earlier
traces (e.g., saved in files) when deciding how to trans-
form the current execution, or it could monitor multiple
executions of a program concurrently [11]. For simplic-
ity, this paper analyzes only the properties MRAs can
enforce; we assume monitors make decisions about a
single execution at a time.

There are two important differences between this
paper’s definition of policies and the definitions in pre-
vious models. The differences arise from the way exe-
cutions are modeled here: instead of modeling execu-
tions as just the actions a monitor outputs, the MRA
model also includes (1) output results, and (2) all in-
put events, in executions. Because policies here may
take output results into account, they can specify con-
straints on which results may be returned to targets;
policies here may require results to be sanitized. For
example, the spam-filtering MRA from Section 3.1 en-
forces a policy requiring all results of getMail actions
to be filtered (this policy is a property because it is
satisfied iff every execution in a set X has exactly zero
spam-containing results of getMail actions).

Moreover, because policies in the MRA model can
take input events into account, policies here can require
arbitrary relationships to hold between input and out-
put events. For example, a property P could be dissat-
isfied by execution 〈shutdown, e〉 (i.e., 〈shutdown, e〉 /∈
P ) unless e = popupConfirm. To enforce this P , an
MRA may have no choice but to output popupConfirm
upon inputting a shutdown action. As far as we’re aware,
policies in existing general models of enforcement can-
not specify such relationships between input and output
events because the policies are predicates over output
executions only.

The primary relationship allowed between input and
output events in previous models is transparency, which
is hardcoded into the definition of enforcement [15,20]
and requires monitors to output valid inputs unchanged.
Transparency can be encoded in policies in the MRA
model (by defining policies to be satisfied only by ex-
ecutions in which valid inputs get output verbatim, as
described in Section 5), but policies here are strictly
more expressive than transparency because they can
specify arbitrary input-output relationships. For exam-
ple, the popup-confirmation policy above specifies a re-
lationship that is outside the scope of transparency (be-
cause there is no requirement for shutdown to be output
unchanged). As another example, monitors frequently
violate transparency in practice by performing audit-
ing (i.e., modifying the trace to insert privileged log-
ging actions) even when the events being audited are
valid. MRA policies can straightforwardly express such
non-transparency auditing requirements; on an audited

input event e, the policy requires outputting a logging
action a, and then when a result r for a is input, the
policy requires outputting e (thus building the subtrace
〈e, a〉〈r, e〉).

In summary, policies here are more expressive than
in enforcement models that limit the relationships be-
tween monitors’ input and output events (e.g., [20,16,7,
8]). To demonstrate the increased expressiveness of the
MRA model, Section 5 shows how two particular rela-
tionships, transparency and uncontrollable events [3],
can be encoded into this paper’s framework.

4.2 Enforcement

Unlike previous models of security automata, the cur-
rent model defines enforcement in terms of soundness
and completeness, which are standard principles in the
broader fields of security and verification. MRA M is
sound with respect to property P when M only pro-
duces traces satisfying P ; M is complete with respect
to P when it produces all traces satisfying P ; and M is
precise with respect to P when it is sound and complete
with respect to P .

Definition 2 MRA M

– soundly enforces P iff L(M) ⊆ P,
– completely enforces P iff P ⊆ L(M), and
– precisely enforces P iff L(M) = P.

Definition 2 is simpler and more flexible than def-
initions of enforcement in related work, because it (1)
does not hardcode transparency-style requirements and
(2) defines complete and precise, in addition to sound,
enforcement.

As is standard, sound enforcement permits false pos-
itives (i.e., false alarms) but not false negatives. Con-
versely, complete enforcement permits false negatives
but not false positives. Precise enforcement permits nei-
ther false positives nor false negatives.

For some examples of MRA enforcement, let’s re-
consider the policies enforced by the example MRAs
from Section 3.1.

Example 3 (Policies enforced by the MRA from Exam-
ple 1) Considering the spam-filtering MRA M from Ex-
ample 1, if

– X = {〈getMail, getMail〉〈r, filter(r)〉 | r ∈ R}
and

– Y = {〈a, a〉〈r, r〉 | a ∈ A, r ∈ R, and a 6= getMail},
then the set of the executions produced by M is P =
P((X ∪ Y )∞), that is, all the prefixes of (X ∪ Y )∞. M
precisely enforces P , completely enforces every subset
of P , and soundly enforces every superset of P .
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Example 4 (Policies enforced by the MRA from Exam-
ple 2) Now let M be the dangerous-action-confirming
MRA from Example 2. If

– X = {〈d, popupConfirm〉〈OK, d〉〈r, r〉 | r ∈ R},
– Y = {〈d, popupConfirm〉〈cancel, rd〉}, and
– Z = {〈a, a〉〈r, r〉 | a ∈ A, r ∈ R, and a 6= d},

then the executions produced by M is P = P((X ∪
Y ∪ Z)∞). Again, M precisely enforces P , completely
enforces every subset of P , and soundly enforces every
superset of P .

5 Analysis of MRA-enforceable Policies

This section analyzes the properties that MRAs can
enforce soundly, completely, and precisely. Throughout
this section, and for the remainder of the paper, we
assume that we’re dealing with a system having action
set A, result set R, and event set E.

The following definition and lemma describe the
structure of executions that can be observed during a
run of an MRA. Executions are constrained in part be-
cause MRAs may only input a result (action) after out-
putting an action (result or nothing, initially).

Definition 3 The set

P((〈A,R〉∞〈A,A〉〈R,A〉∞〈R,R〉)∞)

is called the MRA execution universe and is denoted by
U .

MRAs can only produce executions in U .

Lemma 1 ∀M : L(M) ⊆ U

Proof The claim is a direct consequence of MRAs’ single-
step semantics. The initial transition of an MRA must
be either In-Act-Out-Act or In-Act-Out-Res, and sub-
sequent transitions must be ordered as described in Fig-
ure 3. The executions produced by making transitions
in the orders depicted in Figure 3 correspond to paths
in the graph depicted in Figure 4, which in turn corre-
spond to executions satisfying the∞-regular expression
defining U . Hence, every trace built by an MRA must
be an element of U . ut

Definition 4 presents some interesting classes of prop-
erties, including exchange-based versions of safety [19]
and liveness [2].

Definition 4 A property P is called

– exchange prefix closed, when
∀x ∈ E∞ : (x ∈ P ⇒ P(x) ⊆ P )

(or equivalently ∀x ∈ E∞ : (x ∈ P ⇒ P(x)f ⊆ P )).

In-Act-Out-Act

In-Act-Out-Res

In-Res-Out-Act

In-Res-Out-Res

Fig. 3 The order in which Figure 2’s rules may be applied.

〈A,A〉

〈A,R〉

〈R,A〉

〈R,R〉

Fig. 4 A graph whose paths correspond to executions in U .

– exchange omega closed, when
∀x ∈ Eω : (P(x)f ⊆ P ⇒ x ∈ P )

(or equivalently ∀x ∈ E∞ : (P(x)f ⊆ P ⇒ x ∈ P )).
– exchange safety, when
∀x ∈ E∞ : (x /∈ P ⇒ ∃x′ � x : ∀y � x′ : y /∈ P ).

– MRA liveness, when
∀x ∈ Uf : ∃y � x : y ∈ P .

Let PC be the set of all exchange-prefix-closed proper-
ties, OC the set of exchange-omega-closed properties,
ES the set of exchange-safety properties, and ML the
set of MRA-liveness properties.

The following lemma shows that safety properties
can alternatively be defined as the intersection of the
prefix- and omega-closed properties. That is, P is a
safety property iff ∀x ∈ E∞ : (x ∈ P ⇔ P(x)f ⊆ P ).

Lemma 2 ES = PC ∩OC

Proof (⊆) Let P ∈ ES be an exchange-safety property.
We show that P ∈ PC. Assume that x ∈ P , but P(x) 6⊆
P . Then there exists a prefix x′ of x such that x′ /∈ P .
Because P ∈ ES, there is x′′ � x′ such that ∀y � x′′,
y /∈ P . Notice that x � x′′, and so x /∈ P which is a
contradiction. This shows that P ∈ PC.

We next show that P ∈ OC. Assume that for some
x ∈ Eω,P(x)f ⊆ P but x /∈ P . Then because P is
in ES, there exists x′ � x such that x′ /∈ P , which
contradicts the assumption that P(x)f ⊆ P . This shows
that P ∈ OC.

(⊇) Let P ∈ PC ∩ OC. Assume that x ∈ E∞ and
x /∈ P . If x ∈ E∗, then for all y � x, y /∈ P ; if a y � x

were in P , then because P ∈ PC, we would have x ∈ P
(a contradiction). On the other hand, if x ∈ Eω, then
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because P ∈ OC and x /∈ P , ∃x′ � x such that x′ /∈ P ,
so by the same reasoning used in the previous sentence,
∀y � x′, y /∈ P . Hence, P ∈ ES. ut

As in previous enforcement models, the execution
universe here is a safety property.

Lemma 3 U ∈ES

Proof The traces of MRA execution universe U corre-
spond to possibly infinite paths in the graph G depicted
in Figure 4. U is prefix closed because for every path
x in G, all prefixes of x must also be paths in G. U is
omega closed because for all infinite-length executions
x, if all the finite prefixes of x are paths in G then so
must be x. U is therefore in PC∩OC, which equals ES
by Lemma 2. ut

Let MS (MC, MP) denote the set of security proper-
ties soundly (completely, precisely) enforceable by MRAs.
To establish succinct characterizations of MS, MC, and
MP, we define two additional sets of properties as fol-
lows.

Definition 5 A property P is called reasonable when
(a) ε ∈ P , (b) P ⊆ U , and (c) P(P )f is a computably
enumerable set. The set of all reasonable properties is
denoted by RS.

Definition 6 A property P is called deterministic when,
for all finite-length executions x and events e, there ex-
ists at most one exchange ξ = 〈e, e′〉 such that xξ is
alive in P . The set of all deterministic properties is de-
noted by DT.

The next theorem shows that MRAs precisely en-
force exactly those properties that are reasonable, de-
terministic, and exchange safety. The proof is construc-
tive; it shows how to create an MRA to precisely en-
force any such property. For example, given the spam-
filtering property defined in Example 3 of Section 4.2,
the proof constructs an MRA M = (E, E∗, ε, δ), where
δ(q, e) is defined to be (q〈e,filter(e)〉, filter(e)) when
q ends with 〈getMail,getMail〉 and (q〈e, e〉, e) other-
wise. This M precisely enforces P and is functionally
equivalent to the spam-filtering MRA defined in Exam-
ple 1 of Section 3.1.

Theorem 1 MP = RS ∩DT ∩ ES

Proof (⊆) Suppose that P is precisely enforceable and
let M = (E,Q, q0, δ) be an MRA with L(M) = P .

– P is reasonable. If the target never outputs an ac-
tion, then M never makes a transition and so pro-
duces the empty execution. This shows that ε is al-
ways in L(M) = P . Also, according to Lemma 1,

P ⊆ U . Finally, P(P )f = P(L(M))f can be enu-
merated because (1) the events in E can be enu-
merated, and (2) δ is Turing-computable.

– P is deterministic. For all finite-length executions
x and events e and e′, if q = q0x and x〈e, e′〉 is
alive in P , then δ(q, e) = (q′, e′) (for some state q′),
implying that P is deterministic.

– P is exchange-safety. L(M) = P is in PC because
for all executions x in L(M),M produces all prefixes
of x on its way to producing x itself. L(M) = P is
also in OC because M is deterministic, so if M pro-
duces all the finite prefixes of an infinite execution
x, then M must also produce x (because M , being
deterministic, always passes through the same con-
figurations used to produce x′ when producing x, if
x′ � x). Hence, P is in PC ∩OC = ES.

(⊇) Consider a property P that is reasonable, de-
terministic, and exchange-safety (meaning prefix and
omega closed). Let M = (E, E∗, ε, δ) be an MRA with
δ(q, e) = (q〈e, e′〉, e′) if q〈e, e′〉 is alive in P.Observe that
δ is a Turning-computable function because P is reason-
able, prefix closed, and deterministic. Thus M is well
defined. Next we show that L(M) = P .

First observe that L(M) ⊆ P because (1) the def-
inition of δ ensures that all finite executions produced
by M are alive in P , (2) P is prefixed closed, and (3)
P is omega closed.

To see that P ⊆ L(M), first consider an infinite
execution x = ξ0ξ1ξ2 . . . in P . For all n ≥ 0, let Cn =
(xn)α, where (1) xn is the n-length prefix of x, and
(2) α is t if ξn begins with an action and s otherwise.

Because ∀n ≥ 0 : Cn
ξn−→ Cn+1 (by the definition of δ

and the fact that P ⊆ U), we have that M produces x,
so x ∈ L(M). A similar argument shows that all finite
x in P are also in L(M), so P ⊆ L(M).

ut

The next corollary shows that a property P is soundly
enforceable by an MRA iff P contains ε.

Corollary 1 MS = {P | ε ∈ P}

Proof (⊆) If P is soundly enforceable, then there exists
an MRA M such that L(M) ⊆ P . By Theorem 1, L(M)
is reasonable, so ε ∈ L(M). Hence, ε ∈ P as required.

(⊇) Consider a property P containing ε. Observe
that the property {ε} is reasonable, deterministic, and
exchange safety, and hence precisely enforceable by The-
orem 1. Because every superset of a precisely enforce-
able property is soundly enforceable, P is soundly en-
forceable. ut

In terms of complete enforcement, a property P is
enforceable by MRAs iff P is a subset of a reasonable
and deterministic property.
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Corollary 2 MC = {P | ∃P ′ ⊇ P : P ′ ∈ RS ∩DT}

Proof (⊆) If P is completely enforceable, then there
exists an MRA M such that P ⊆ L(M). Note that by
Theorem 1, L(M) is deterministic and reasonable.

(⊇) Let P be a subset of a deterministic and rea-
sonable property P ′. Define

P̂ = P(P ′) ∪ {x ∈ Eω | P(x)f ⊆ P(P ′)}.

Note that if P̂ is precisely enforceable, then P is
completely enforceable because P ⊆ P ′ ⊆ P̂ . Thus we
finish the proof by showing that P̂ is deterministic, rea-
sonable, and exchange safety, and hence precisely en-
forceable by Theorem 1.

– P̂ is deterministic. Suppose that for a finite execu-
tion x and an event e, there are two events e′, e′′

such that x〈e, e′〉 and x〈e, e′′〉 are alive in P̂ . By the
definition of P̂ , these executions are prefixes of ex-
ecutions in P ′ and so are alive in P ′. Because P ′ is
deterministic, e′ = e′′. This proves determinism of
P̂ .

– P̂ is reasonable. First note that P̂ is a superset of
P ′, which is reasonable and therefore contains ε. In
addition, P ′ ⊆ U , and because U is omega closed
(by Lemmas 2–3), {x ∈ Eω | P(x)f ⊆ U} ⊆ U .
Using these observations and the definition of P̂ ,

P̂ = P(P ′) ∪ {x ∈ Eω | P(x)f ⊆ P(P ′)}
⊆ P(U) ∪ {x ∈ Eω | P(x)f ⊆ P(U)}
⊆ U ∪ {x ∈ Eω | P(x)f ⊆ U}
⊆ U.

Finally, the set P(P̂ )f equals P(P ′)f and so is com-
putably enumerable.

– P̂ is exchange safety. P̂ is by definition prefix closed
and omega closed, so by Lemma 2, P̂ ∈ ES.

ut

Next let’s consider two specific requirements one
may want to place on how MRAs transform input into
output events. The first is transparency [20], which re-
quires that valid traces input to a monitor not be modi-
fied. Although we’ve come to believe that transparency
is often overly restrictive (as discussed in Section 4.1),
we can incorporate transparency into the MRA model.

In the context of transparency, some input traces of
the form a1; r1; a2; r2; . . . are considered valid. Let I be
the set of such valid input traces. For an MRA to be
transparent, it must output all elements of I verbatim.
That is, for all a1; r1; a2; r2; . . . ∈ I, the MRA must
produce the trace 〈a1, a1〉〈r1, r1〉〈a2, a2〉〈r2, r2〉 . . .. Let

VI be the set of all traces formed by verbatim expanding
I in this way. Formally, VI is

{〈a1, a1〉〈r1, r1〉〈a2, a2〉〈r2, r2〉 . . . | a1; r1; a2; r2; . . .∈I}.

Then for a given I, the set of properties precisely and
transparently enforceable by MRAs is

MP ∩ {P | VI⊆P}

because the properties must require that every valid
input trace be output verbatim. Trivially, when I =
∅ = VI the set of properties precisely and transparently
enforceable by MRAs remains MP.

Uncontrollable events [3] induce a similar require-
ment as transparency, in that uncontrollable events must
be output verbatim. A major difference between trans-
parency and uncontrollable events is that transparency
restricts outputs execution-wide, while uncontrollable
events restrict the output of events in isolation. Let
W ⊆ E be the set of uncontrollable events; on any
input e ∈ W during an MRA’s operation, the MRA
must output e. Also let EW be the set of exchanges
{〈e, e〉 | e ∈ W}, and WC be the set of controllable
events (i.e., WC = E \W ). Then the set of properties
precisely enforceable by MRAs is

MP ∩ {P | P ⊆ (EW | 〈WC , E〉)∞}.

To prevent monitors from “manufacturing” uncontrol-
lable events, one might wish to further restrict MRAs to
output only uncontrollable events that have just been
input. In this case, the set of properties precisely en-
forceable by MRAs is

MP ∩ {P | P ⊆ (EW | 〈WC ,WC〉)∞}.

Similar to the trivial case of transparency, when W=∅
the set of properties precisely enforceable remains MP.

6 Nondeterministic MRAs

Because the behavior of an MRA is determined by its
transition function, MRAs model deterministic secu-
rity monitors. Although this is an adequate constraint
for most real-life security monitors, there are situations
when it is beneficial to consider some redundancy (i.e.,
nondeterminism) in properties and monitors. Such sit-
uations arise naturally when external factors may influ-
ence whether an execution is valid, or how a monitor
behaves. For example, a multithreaded monitor’s be-
havior may be subject to an external thread scheduler;
the properties enforceable by multithreaded monitors
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may allow for such nondeterminism. As another exam-
ple, monitors may be influenced by auxiliary, unpre-
dictable inputs, such as readings from weather sensors
or spontaneous human input.

The aim of this section is to introduce a model of
generic nondeterministic security monitors and investi-
gate the properties they can enforce.

Definition 7 A nondeterministic MRA (NMRA) N is
a tuple (E,Q, I, δ), where E is the event set over which
N operates, Q is a computably enumerable set of au-
tomaton states, I ⊆ Q is a computably enumerable set
of N ’s initial states, and δ ⊆ Q×E ×Q×E is a com-
putably enumerable transition relation.

The single-step (→), multi-step (→*) and produc-
tion (⇓) relations are defined for NMRAs in the same
ways as for MRAs (though for NMRAs, the single-step
rules of Figure 2 would have to replace premises of
the form δ(q, e) = (q′, e′) with premises of the form
(q, e, q′, e′) ∈ δ).

Let NS (NC, NP) denote the collection of security
properties soundly (completely, precisely) enforced by
NMRAs. We now investigate the security properties
NMRAs soundly, completely, and precisely enforce.

First, as with MRAs, NMRAs can only produce
traces in the universe U .

Lemma 4 ∀N : L(N) ⊆ U

Proof Observe that the proof of Lemma 1 is applicable
to NMRAs, and so also proves the claim of this lemma.

ut

We next consider NMRAs as precise enforcers and
find that for every reasonable, prefix- and omega-closed
property P , there exists an NMRA that precisely en-
forces P . Moreover, if there exists an NMRA that pre-
cisely enforces P , then P is reasonable and prefix closed.
These inclusions are strict, so we can write this result
formally as (RS ∩ PC ∩ OC) ⊂ NP ⊂ (RS ∩ PC). By
Lemma 2, an equivalent way to state this result is as
follows.

Theorem 2 RS ∩ ES ⊂ NP ⊂ RS ∩ PC

Proof We start by proving RS ∩ ES ⊆ NP. Let P be
a property in RS ∩ ES, T be a Turing Machine that
enumerates P(P )f (which must exist because P ∈ RS),
and N = (E,Q, I, δ) be an NMRA such that

– Q = {xi | x ∈ E∗ and i ∈ N},
– I = {εi | i ∈ N}, and
– δ is defined as follows. Given xi and e, run T for i

steps. If the final execution output by T is x〈e, e′〉,
for some event e′, then (xi, e, x〈e, e′〉j , e′) ∈ δ, for
all j ∈ N.

Note that δ’s definition implies that it is computably
enumerable, so N is well defined. Next we show that
L(N) = P .

First observe that L(N) ⊆ P because (1) the defi-
nition of δ ensures that all finite executions produced
by N are alive in P , (2) P is prefixed closed, and (3) P
is omega closed.

To see that P ⊆ L(N), first consider an infinite
execution x = ξ0ξ1ξ2 . . . in P . For all n ≥ 0, let Cn =
((xn)i)α, where (1) xn is the n-length prefix of x, (2) i is
such that T outputs the (n+ 1)-length prefix of x after
i iterations, and (3) α is t if ξn begins with an action

and s otherwise. Because ∀n ≥ 0 : Cn
ξn−→ Cn+1 (by the

definition of δ and the fact that P ⊆ U), we have that
N produces x, so x ∈ L(N). A similar argument shows
that all finite x in P are also in L(N), so P ⊆ L(N).
This completes the proof that RS ∩ ES ⊆ NP.

To prove that NP ⊆ RS ∩ PC, suppose that P is
precisely enforceable and let N = (E,Q, I, δ) be an
NMRA with L(N) = P .

– P is reasonable. If the target never outputs an ac-
tion, then N never makes a transition and so pro-
duces the empty execution. This shows that ε is al-
ways in L(N) = P . Also, according to Lemma 4,
P ⊆ U . Finally, P(P )f = P(L(N))f can be enumer-
ated because (1) the events in E can be enumerated,
and (2) δ is computably enumerable.

– P is prefix closed. L(N) = P is in PC because for
all executions x in L(N), N produces all prefixes of
x on its way to producing x itself.

We now prove that both inclusions are strict. First
we give an example of a property P̄ precisely enforce-
able by an NMRA that is not exchange-safety. Define
N = (E,N,N, δ) such that δ = {(i, e, i−1, e′) | e, e′ ∈
E and i > 1}. Then P̄ = L(N) = Uf , but Uf is not
omega closed and therefore not in ES.

Finally, because (1) RS ∩ PC is uncountable, and
(2) NP is countable, we have that (RS ∩ PC) \ NP is
nonempty (and uncountable). (1) holds because prop-
erties in RS ∩ PC need not be omega closed and may
therefore contain arbitrary subsets of infinite-length ex-
ecutions (as long as the subsets don’t violate reason-
ableness or prefix closure). (2) holds because the set of
NMRAs is countable (events, states, initial states, and
transitions are all computably enumerable). ut

As a corollary of Theorem 2, there exists an NMRA
that produces U . In contrast, although all MRAs pro-
duce subsets of U , no MRA can produce U itself (be-
cause U is nondeterministic).

Corollary 3 ∃N : L(N) = U
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Proof U is reasonable (by the definitions of reasonable
and U) and exchange safety (by Lemma 3), so U is
precisely enforceable by an NMRA (by Theorem 2).

As with MRAs, a property P is soundly enforceable
by an NMRA iff P contains ε.

Corollary 4 NS = {P | ε ∈ P}

Proof (⊆) If P is soundly enforceable, then there exists
an NMRA N such that L(N) ⊆ P . By Theorem 2,
L(N) is reasonable, so ε ∈ L(N). Hence, ε ∈ P as
required.

(⊇) If ε ∈ P , then by Corollary 1, P ∈ MS. Because
every MRA is an NMRA, P is also in NS. ut

In terms of complete enforcement, a property P is
enforceable by NMRAs iff P is a subset of a reasonable
property.

Corollary 5 NC = {P | ∃P ′ ⊇ P : P ′ ∈ RS}

Proof (⊆) If P is completely enforceable, then there
exists an NMRA N such that P ⊆ L(N). Note that by
Theorem 2, L(N) is reasonable.

(⊇) Assume that P is a subset of a reasonable prop-
erty and is therefore also a subset of U . By Corollary 3,
there exists an NMRA that precisely enforces U , so that
same NMRA completely enforces P . ut

7 A Hierarchy of Reasonable Properties

This section ties together the results of previous sec-
tions, to establish relationships between various classes
of reasonable properties. In particular, Corollaries 6–8
cast the results of earlier theorems and corollaries into
the domain of the reasonable properties.

For notational convenience, let RXX denote RS ∩
XX, where XX is a class of properties. For example,
RMS is RS ∩MS, the set of reasonable properties that
can be soundly enforced by MRAs.

Corollary 6 RS=RMS=RNS=RNC and RMC=RDT
Proof Because all reasonable properties contain ε, Corol-
laries 1 and 4 imply that RS = RMS = RNS. Also,
Corollary 5 implies that RS ⊆ NC, so RS = RNC as
well. Finally, Corollary 2 implies that RDT ⊆ MC ⊆
DT (the latter inclusion because subsets of determinis-
tic properties must be deterministic), so RMC = RDT.

ut

Corollary 7 MP=RDT ∩ RES and RES⊂NP⊂RPC

Proof Immediate by Theorems 1–2. ut

Corollary 8 RMC ∩ RML=∅ and RES ∩ RML={U}

RS = RMS = RNS = RNC

NP
RML

RMC = RDT
RES

MP
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9

Fig. 5 A hierarchy of reasonable security properties.

Proof As shown in the proof of Corollary 6, MC ⊆ DT.
Also note that for all properties P ∈ ML, all executions
in Uf must be alive in P , implying that DT ∩ML = ∅.
Hence, MC∩ML = ∅, so RMC∩RML = ∅. In addition,
if P ∈ ES ∩ML, then every execution in Uf must be
alive in P , yet P must be prefix closed (hence Uf ⊆ P )
and omega closed (hence U ⊆ P ). The only reasonable
property P such that U ⊆ P is U itself, so RES∩RML =
{U}. ut

Figure 5 summarizes the results of Corollaries 6–8.
The nine example properties depicted in Figure 5 can
be defined as follows.

Property 1. Property 1 could be any nondeterministic,
non-prefix-closed, non-liveness property. For example,
consider the following sets of executions.

– X={〈d, popupConfirmError〉〈OK, d〉〈r, r〉 | r∈R}
– Y={〈d, popupConfirmError〉〈cancel, rd〉}
– X ′={〈d, popupConfirmWarning〉〈OK, d〉〈r, r〉 | r∈R}
– Y ′={〈d, popupConfirmWarning〉〈cancel, rd〉}

Let P = (X ∪ Y ∪X ′ ∪ Y ′)∞. This property allows
monitors to respond to dangerous events by confirming
them with either error or warning messages; according
to the property, users must respond to the confirma-
tion messages. Note that P is reasonable but nonde-
terministic (because both 〈d, popupConfirmError〉 and
〈d, popupConfirmWarning〉 are alive), non-prefix-closed
(because 〈d, popupConfirmError〉 is invalid but alive),
and non-liveness (because execution 〈d, d〉 is not alive).

Property 2. Reusing the definitions of X and Y from
Property 1, let P = (X ∪ Y )∞. As before, P is reason-
able, non-prefix-closed, and non-liveness. However, P
is now deterministic because the choice of error versus
warning messages has been removed.

Property 3. Consider the NMRA N used to define P̄
in Theorem 2 (i.e., L(N) = Uf ). Removing from N ’s
transition relation all tuples of the form (i, e, i−1, e′)
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such that e 6= e′ guarantees that L(N) is (1) determin-
istic (because there is exactly one valid output for every
input), (2) in NP (because N is an NMRA), (3) not in
RES (because L(N) remains non-omega-closed), and
(4) not in RML (because the execution 〈e, e′〉, where
e 6= e′, is dead).

Property 4. We have already seen properties in MP:
Examples 3 and 4 defined properties precisely enforced
by the MRAs constructed in Examples 1 and 2.

Property 5. Property 5 could be any nondetermin-
istic exchange-safety property. For example, P = {ε,
〈fopen, fopen〉, 〈fopen, logfopen〉} is in RES \MP.

Property 6. Per Corollary 8, Property 6 is U .

Property 7. Property 7 could be Uf , which is a nonde-
terministic, non-safety, liveness property that is in NP
(as shown in the proof of Theorem 2).

Property 8. Property 8 could be any non-prefix-closed
liveness property, e.g., a minimum-activity property for-
bidding exactly those executions of length between 1
and i (for some fixed i>0).

Property 9. Returning to the NMRA N used to define
P̄ in Theorem 2 (i.e., L(N) = Uf ), remove from N ’s
transition relation all tuples of the form (i, e, i−1, e).
Then assuming that E contains multiple actions and
results, L(N) is nondeterministic, non-safety (because
L(N) remains non-omega-closed), and non-liveness (be-
cause 〈e, e〉 is dead), but still in NP (because N is an
NMRA).

8 Discussion

To summarize the enforcement capabilities of MRAs
and NMRAs:

– MRAs precisely enforce deterministic properties that
are reasonable and prefix and omega closed, while
NMRAs can precisely enforce all properties that are
reasonable and prefix and omega closed. NMRAs
can also precisely enforce countably many of the un-
countable properties that are reasonable and prefix
closed but not omega closed.

– Both MRAs and NMRAs soundly enforce all rea-
sonable properties.

– Although NMRAs completely enforce all reasonable
properties, MRAs completely enforce only the deter-
ministic reasonable properties.

In terms of (reasonable) safety and liveness proper-
ties, we’ve found that MRAs precisely enforce a strict
subset of safety properties (i.e., the ones that are also
deterministic), while NMRAs precisely enforce a strict
superset of safety properties. However, this analysis
would change under alternative definitions of safety and
liveness. For example, one could define safety and live-
ness on an event-by-event basis, rather than the
exchange-based definitions used in this paper. Under
an event-based definition of safety, the property P =
{ε, 〈a, a〉} could be considered non-safety because it spec-
ifies that just inputting a, without also outputting a, is
invalid but can be rectified by outputting a. MRAs can
precisely enforce event-based non-safety properties like
this P , as long as the non-safety is always within ex-
changes.

MRAs can also enforce nonsafety properties in cases
where we assume that the executing system will return
results (at least for some actions). Currently, MRAs
enforce only exchange-safety properties because they
output at most one event in response to every input,
which may or may not appear. Hence, sound MRAs
must ensure the validity of their trace after every out-
put. Edit automata, on the other hand, can enforce non-
safety properties by outputting a sequence of actions σ
in response to a single input; the trace may be invalid
partway through σ but become valid by the end. MRAs
could achieve the same effect, and thereby enforce non-
safety properties as well, under the assumption that the
executing system returns results for actions it receives.
Then MRAs could, for example, output a temporarily
invalid action and receive its result, and then output
a valid action and receive its result, thus enforcing a
non-exchange-safety property. The assumption that ex-
ecuting systems will return results for actions is often
reasonable; CPUs, operating systems, and virtual ma-
chines are often designed to guarantee that a result,
possibly indicating a timeout, eventually gets returned
for many or all actions.

More important than the low-level analysis of prop-
erties enforceable by MRAs are the higher-level ideas of
including monitors’ input and output events on traces
and defining enforcement in terms of soundness and
completeness. With these techniques, policies become
monitor centric (i.e., they specify valid/invalid monitor
behaviors), versus the target-centric policies of earlier
security-automata and formal-verification frameworks
(which specify valid/invalid target behaviors). In the
domain of runtime enforcement, monitor-centric poli-
cies have two primary advantages over target-centric
policies: (1) monitor-centric policies are more expressive
because they can require arbitrary relationships to hold
between monitors’ inputs and outputs, and (2) monitor-
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centric policies simplify definitions of enforcement be-
cause the definitions no longer have to hardcode par-
ticular input-output relationships.
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A Summary of Symbols

Symbol Description

Σ finite alphabet
a an action
A set of actions
r a result
R set of results
e an event
E set of events
ξ an exchange
E set of exchanges
ε empty execution
x, y executions
X,Y sets of executions
P(X) set of prefixes of executions in X
Xf set of finite executions in X
M mandatory results automaton (MRA)
N nondeterministic MRA
T Turing machine
α either t (the target) or s (the system)

nextα next input from α
Rx run (i.e., sequence of configurations) producing x
L(M) language of M (i.e., executions MRA M produces)
L(N) language of N (i.e., executions NMRA N produces)
P policy/property
U MRA execution universe

MS properties soundly enforceable by MRAs
MC properties completely enforceable by MRAs
MP properties precisely enforceable by MRAs
NS properties soundly enforceable by NMRAs
NC properties completely enforceable by NMRAs
NP properties precisely enforceable by NMRAs
PC exchange-prefix-closure properties
OC exchange-omega-closure properties
ES exchange-safety properties
ML MRA-liveness properties
RS reasonable properties
DT deterministic properties

RXX reasonable properties in set XX, that is, RS ∩XX

Table 1 Symbols and their meaning.


